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SOCIAL SECL RITY ADi'vIINISTR:ii.TION (NORTHERN IRELAiVD) ACT 1992

SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIOiVS AiVD BENEFITS
(NORTHERN IRELAND) ACT 1992

SOCIAL SECURITY (CONSEQUEViTIAL PROVISIOiVS)
(NORTHERN IRELAND) ACT 1992

SOCIAL SECMUTY (NORTHER.'i IRELAiVD) ORDER 1998

CO!WIPENSATIOVi RECOVERY SCHEME

Application by the compensator for leave to appeal

and appeal to a Social Security Commissioner

on a question of law from a Tribunal's decision

dated 20 July 1998

DECISION OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER

This is an application by the compensator for leave to appeal against a decision dated
20 July 1998 of a Medical Appeal Tribunal (hereinafter called "the Tribunal" ) sitting
at Belfast. f grant leave to appea! and with the-conser.'t of both parties treat the
application as an appeal and proceed to determine all questions arising thereon as
though they arose on appeal.

l held an oral hearing of the application which was attended by Mr Gormley, of
Ronald Rosser and Company Solicitors tor the compensator and i>Irs Fitzpatrick
Solicitor ot the Department of Health and Social Services Solicitors Department, for
the Department. I am obliged to both for their assistance. C-~t-~< did not
attend. I had issued directions in this case in relation to certain factual issues and on
the basis ot'he replies to those directions which were included in Mrs Fitzpatrick's
letter of 31 ivtarch 1999 I am prepared to accept that DHSS paid benetit by way of
Income Support to CLEAR ~C g~m 17 October 1996 on the basis that he was
incapable ol'ork.



The t'acts of the case are that C ~<.~ had been on benefit (Income Support)for some time prior to the date ot'he accident on 17 October 1996. The Income
Support had been paid up until that date on the basis that Kc "i.~~ was
available for and capable ot work. At'ter that date it was paid on the basis that he
was incapable of worl . The accident took place when <~< ~ was worl-ing
as a driver.

iIIr Gormley stated that the ground ot'ppeal was that benetir. (in this case Income
Support) which had been paid other than in respect of the relevant. injury was included
in the certificate of recoverable benet'its. He submitted that the essence ot the case
was that looking at the objective medical evidence ol'vlr Wallace, Orthopaedic
Surgeon and Dr Allen, ~N~'~ was not incapable of work for the period of
time 1'r which benefit was paid. He informed me that borh questions in Article 14(~)
ot the Social Security (Recovery ot Benefits) (iVorthern Ireland) Order 1997 arose.

The relevant provisions ot the said Order are Articles 13 and 14 which provide:-

"Appeals against certificates of recoverable benefits

13.-(1)An appeal against a certificate of recoverable benefits may
be made on the ground-

(a) that any amount. rate or period specified in the
certificate is incorrect. or

(b) that listed benefits which have been, or are likely to be,
paid otherwise than in respect of the accident, injury ot
disease in question have been brought into account.

(2) An appeal under this Article may be made by-

(a) the person who applied for the certificate of recoverable
benefits, or

(b) (in a ca-e where the arr,ount of rhe compensation payment
has been calculated under Article 10) the injured person
or other person to whom the payment is made.

(3) No appeal may be made under this Article unril-

(a) the claim giving rise to the compensation payment has been
finally disposed ot. and

(b) the liability under Article 8 has been discharged.

(0) For the purposes ot'aragraph (3)(a). if'n award of damages
in respect ot a claim lias heen made under or by virtue ot paragraph
1012)(a) ol'chedule 6 to the Administration ot'ustice Act 1982,



(orders for provisional damages in personal injury cases), the claim
is to be treated as having been finally disposed of.

(5) Regulations may mal: provision-

(a) as to rhe manner in which. and the time within which.
appeals under this Article may be made,

(b) as ro the procedure to be rollowed where such an appeal is
made. and

(c) for the purpose ol'nabling any such appeal to be treated
as an application for review under Article 12.

(6) Regularions under paragraph (5)(c) may (among other things)
provide that the circumstances in which a review may be carried out
are not to be restricted to those specified in Article 12(l).

Reference of questions to medical appeal tribunal

14.-(1) The Department shall refer to a medical appeal tribunal any
question mentioned in paragraph (2) arising for determination on an
appeal under Article 13.

(2) The questions are any concerning-

(a) any amount, rate or period specified in the certificate of
recoverable benefits, or

(b) whether listed benefits which have been, or are likely to
be, paid otherwise than in respect of the accident, injury
or disease in question have been brought into account.

(3) In determining any question referred to it under paragraph (1),
the tribunal shall take into account any de"ision of a court relating
to the same. or any similar. issue arising in connection with the
accident, injury or disease in question.

(4 ) On a reference under paragraph (1) a medical appeal tribunal
may either-

(a) confirm the amounts. rates and periods specitied in the
«ertificate or'ecoverable benefits. or

(b) specify any variations which are to be made on rhe issue of
t'resli «errir'icate under paragraph (5).



(5) When the Department has received the decision of the tribunal on
the questions ret'erred to the tribunal under paragraph (1), the
Department shall in accordance with that decision either-

(a) confirm the certificate against which the appeal was
brought, or

(b) issue a fresh certificate.

(6) Regulations may make provision-

(a) as to the manner in which, and time within which, a
reference under paragraph (1) is to be made. and

(b) as to the procedure to be followed where such a reference
is made.

(7) Regulations under paragraph (6)(b) may (among other things)
provide for the non-disclosure of medical advice or medical
evidence given or submitted following a reference under
paragraph (1).

(8) In this Article "medical appeal tribunal" means a medical appeal
tribunal constituted under section 48 of the Administration Act."

It will be seen from the above that there are two questions set out at Article 14('2)
which can be referred to a Medical Appeal Tribunal.

M. Gormlev did not dispute that C~~~ received benefits of the amount
stated in the certificate of recoverable benefit for the period stated in that certificate
and of the type stated in that certificate. The only benefit on the certificate was
Income Support. in essence his case was that Clara -was not entitled to the
benefit paid for the period for which he received it, or at all. He submitted that
lookin~ at the objective medical evidence from lvlr Wallace and Dr Allen,
C.L f~~ was not incapab!e of work.

Mr Gormley submitted that the Tribunal should be in a position to look at rhe periods
specified. and make a finding in relation to the period for which it was reasonable to
attribute benefits to the particular accident. illness or disease. The Tribunal then had
to decide under Article 14(2)(b) whether or not. benefit included in the certificate of
recoverable benef'it had been paid otherwise than in respect of'he accident, injury or
disease. There must be some reference to proper payment or entitlement. It was not
a purely factual matter.



In support ol'his last contention ivlr Gormley said that it was not by coincidence that
there v ere two hi hly qualified doctors on the Vledical Appeal Tribunal. It'he issue
was purely factual there was no need tor medical expertise to be involved. The two
doctors had to consider the medical issues. They had to decide it'he injury. sickness
or disease <<as sui'i'ered and t'or hov ion '.

10..'vlr Gurmley ret'erred also to Article ll(3i which obliges the Tribunal to take into
account the decision ot a court. In this particular case '3000 was the t'igure t'or the
general dama es. There divas no record ot'any court order. which vir Gormley stated
had been made in this case being mentioned in the Tribunal record. but ~Ir Gormiey
cont'irmed that he did mention it to the Tribunal.

11. Mr Gormley ret'erred ro the case oi'Doiineliy -v-.lit Cov <ind McCov (21 June 1995);
a decision ot''vlr Justice Girvan. In that case, the ability to claim the loss of non
recoupable benetits as part ot'civil damages was at issue. The case was under the old
1992 Act legislation. Under the 1997 Order in his submission the general damages
were ring-I'enced and recoverable benet'its were now paid directly by the compensator
to the Department. nonetheless in 'vlr Gormley's submission the principle which
Girvan J enunciated in the Donnelly case applied equally to the 1997 legislation. In
this respect he referred in particular to page 10 of the judgment and stated that Girvan
J had concluded that an element ot objectivit; had to be interjected to determine for
how long the compensator was obliged to pay the Department for damages for which
it was entitled to be compensated. The compensator should not be bound by the fact
that the claimant has claimed benefit for a longer period. He submitted that ar. pages
10 and 11 of the judgment Girvan J had set out the principles and approach to be
adopted in cases of this nature. If the Department paid benefits which should not
reasonably have been paid that was not. in lvfr Gormley's submission, a loss which
should be put at the compensator's door.

He further submitted that the provisions of Article 14(3) indicate that the matter is not
a pure calculation. the iVIedical Appeal Tribunal (MAT) has to look at the medical
issues. It is not just a matter of deciding what benefits are paid at a particular date
and saying they must be repaid. There is an obvious qualification raised in relation
to the Tribunal's findings in this particular case by virtue ot Article 14(3). It was not,
he submitted. the intention of;hc legislature that whatever the rights and wrongs of
a payment those benefits should be repaid bv the compensator. If that was the case
there would be no need to consider a previous court judgment.

13..'vfr Gormley expressed the view that both the 1992 and 1997 legislation only allowed
t'or appeal of a certiticare ot'ecoverable benet'its at'ter the compensation had been
paid. This. he submitted, seemed to be a specitic provision to try to avoid delay and
possible iniustice to a plaintii'f. It'n appeal could take place pre settlement there
could he a case of'ettlement heing held up pending the outcome ot an appeal on the
certiticate. It was obviously the le islature s wish to have claims dealt with quickly
.ind etficiently. It'he <inly matter to he tal eii into acc<iunt was the decision <it' court
iiiat would det'eat tlie purp<»e <it expeditin»ettlement, t'<ir example in the case of
si nificant injuries there c<iuld he a certiticate ol'ec<iverable benet'its and tlie sum of
L20000 encompassiiig a numher <ii'enei'it». Il'llat certificate was in question the



appeal nn recoverability could delay disposal of the case. If under Article 14(3) the
iviedical Appeal Tribunal could only take into account the decision ot a court and if
appeal against the certificate of recoverable benetit could only be brought by brinzinp
the case to court that, he submitted, would defeat the intention of bringing cases to
court quickly.

fn response to my rei'erence ar. hearing to Prot'essor D S Greer's booklet entitled
"Compensation Recovery: Substantive and Procedural issues" and in particular pages
20 and 2l thereot Mr Gormlev submitted that the iviedicai Appeal Tribunal was not
bound by the Social Security Appeal Tribunal decision dated 6 March 1998 (the
Sociai Security Appeal Tribunal had made a determination that CL+r~ was
incapable ot'work). He rei'erred to decision CCR/5336i 1995 paragraph 9 as authority
t'or the proposition that the relevant accident. did not have to be the sole cause but
must be an ei'fective cause ot the payment ot'enefit. He said that this entailed
looking at the relevant medical evidence to see if at the relevant time the accident was
an etfecrive cause.

With regard to the slight change of wording in the 1992 and 1997 legislation iVIr
Gormlev was of the view that the phrases "in consequence of" and "in respect. of"
were used interchangeably. The phrase "in consequence ot" was issued in the 1992
legislation on recoupment of benefits and rhe phrase "in respect of" in the 1997 Order
which was applicable to the present case.

16. ,'vlrs Fitzpatrick submitted that the Medical Appeal Tribunal in reaching its decision
did not err in law. In accordance with Article 14 the case was properly referred to
the lvledical Appeal Tribunal which considered all the evidence including medical
reports submitted by the compensator.

17. Mr Wallace's report was merely an estimate of how long it would take for settlement
of the condition.

18. With regard to the Donnelly case, the case was more concerned with the 1992
legislation and the question of whether or not there could be a special head of
damages of non recoupable benefits.

19. Mrs Fitzpatrick also referred to the judgment ot Mr Justice Pringle in the case of
.Llirchell -v- Depanmenr of rIie Envi ronmenr for v'onhern Ireland and Anorher and the
judgment ot the Court of Appeal in England the case ot'assall Ck PerIier -v-
Secrerarv of Stare for Social Secariry, 15 December 1994.

20 tMrs Fitzpatrick submitted that the new legislation of 1997 specifically inserted a new
head ot non recoupable benetits. She said that the Donnelly case which was
considered by the ivledicai Appeal Tribunal was not on point..She said that the issue
het'ore the Medical Appeal Tribunal was whether C-~ i~ was receiving
henet'it due to the accident tor the length ot time and the amount comprised in the
certiticate. --"r I~ had been in receipt i)t'ncome Support prior to the
accident. From 18 Octoher 1996 until January 1998 this was paid in place of
incapacity Benetit ( tor which he did no( satist'y the contrihution conditions) due to the



relevant accident. The Tribunal found that it was bound by the decision ot' Social
Securitv Appeal Tribunal to the effect that C ~/'-~~twas incapable ot work due
to the relevant accident. Benefit >as paid t'rom after 17 October 1996 on a different
basis than it had been paid earlier.

ln response to my question. Mr Stewart ot'he Compensation Recovery Unit who
attended with",vtrs Fitzpatrick contirmed that no standard enquiry is made in relation
to the existence ot court orders in connection with certificates ot recoverable benefit.

.'vlrs Fitzpatricl. cited various cases dealing with the situation where someone had been
in receipt of benetit prior to and post accident - these were CZ.'92(CRS) paragraphs
9 and 11 and C 1 '93(CRS) paragraph 6. In support of her contention that the accident
had to be an effective but not necessaril~ the sole cause for the payment of benet>t she
rei'erred to C 1/9 (CRS) paragraph 10 and CCR/001/93 (the Commissioner's decision
leading to the Hassall & Pether appeal) paragraphs 7, 10 and 11. She also referted
ro CCR/5336/1995 paragraph 9, stating that it was not enough that benefit was paid,
the cause ot payment had to be considered but the view on entitlement to benefit was
one for the statutory authorities.

>Irs Fitzpatrick said that the Medical Appeal Tribunal had taken the evidence into
consideration. She conceded there was no record ot consideration of the court order
but the Tribunal did take into consideration the Dolvtelly case. The Tribunal would
not be interested in how the ~3000 was made up. She submitted that the benefits as
certified were properly recoverable.

74 .'vfr Gormlev submitted that it was clear that ( LAf-~ had been less than
truthful in his various dealings in connection with the claim and with the DHSS.

suggested at various times that he had not worked since 1981, then since
1991, yet he was working on the day of the accident. He submitted a claim for
damage to his lorry and a recovery charge. The MAT should have taken all those
matters into account in coming to its conclusion.

'75 .'vlrs Fitzpatrick referred to medical certificates sent in by Ct.+~~f to support
his claim and in particular one by Dr Dorman dated 16 January 1998. She submitted
said there was medical evidence right up to the date of the settlement saying

was unfit for work and Income Support was paid on this basis and was
therefore recoverable.

76. .'vlrs Fitzpatrick asked me to uphold the Tribunal's decision but if not to substitute my
own decision. Mr Gormley asked that I substitute my own decision for that which
the Tribunal should have made.

77. As part ot'he papers in i'ront ot me I had the decision dated 6 ivlarch 1998 of a
Social Security Appeal Tribunal (SSAT) allowing C~/~ ~ appeal against a
determination ot'n Adjudication Officer dated " December 1997 that( lR~"< was not illcapable ot'ork. The SSAT allowing <<~/'~~> appeal
found him to he incapable ol'iirk and scored him !5 points on the All 'vVork Test
(the test used to determine incapacity for work in this case.) The SSAT'» 1'indings



on the All Work Test were also before me. The SSAT had recorded difficulties
<vhich ~W ~ experienced in walking up and down stairs, sitting in an
upright chair, standing. rising from sitting and bending and kneeling. It appears that~"~' continued to complain of back pain. neck. shoulder and knee pain.
The knee pain did not appear to be related to the accident. The others did. He
complained ot'he back pain affecting him it he sat or stood too long and of the l-nee
pain affecting hi'alking The SSAT sc<ired C~=4~- l~ points [I he had
scored any less points he would not have been considered to be incapable ot'ork,
lt is quite apparent trom the scoring which the SSAT recorded that some part ot that
score ot l5 points was attributable to the complaints made coming out of the accident
and that therefore the SSAT accepted that he still had some functional limitations as
a result ot'hat accident. In other words the accident was an effective cause ot'he
award ot'ncome Support.

28. It was on the basis ot the Social Security Appeal Tribunal's decision that benefit
continued to be paid I'rom ZZ December 1997 on the basis ot Incapacity for WorL;.

'79 What then was the jurisdiction of the instant Tribunal (a vledical Appeal Tribunal)
in dealing with the compensation recovery element".That Tribunal had to determine
the amount. rate or period specified in the certificate ot recoverable benefits. It does
not appear that there was any issue that benefits had not been paid at the amount, rate
or periods specified in the certificate. The issue appears to have been whether rhe
benefits were paid otherwise than in respect of the accident, injury or disease in
question. The Tribunal decided that they were not paid otherwise but were paid
because ot the accident. injury or disease in question. In deciding this the Tribunal
considered itself bound by the decision of the SSAT referred to above. I consider
that it was correct to do so. The Tribunal was nor. in a situation to re-try the issue
ot whether or not ~'i'~~ was incapable of work. It did not have jurisdiction
in this respect. That jurisdiction was reserved to the Adjudication Officer and the
SSAT. The SSAT therefore having determined that ~~'~ was incapable
and having found at least one of the effective causes of that incapacity to be a
condition resulting from the accident, the Tribunal could not decide differently. The
benefit was paid on the basis which it was paid as a result of the SSAT decision.

30. .'Ir Gormley has made inention of there being two consultant doctors on the Tribunal
and of why it was so constituted. He said that this would not be necessary if the
matter was purely a question ol'act. He is of course correct in that respect. but the
issues which can arise in relation to compensation recovery are many and varied. For
example the claimant could sutter from a pre existing condition for which he has been
i)n benefit and t'ound incapable of work. he could meet with a non-industrial injury
tor which he receives compensation. Had that non-industrial injury worsened for a
period. the pre existing condition. and the worsening then resolved but the claimant
remained incapable of work and in receipt of benefit as a result there could be an area
iit dispute as to the cause nl the incapacity tor work even th<>u h it was accepted that
ilie claimant was still incapable. It'liat was so the input ot the doctor» on the
Tribunal w<iuld he c<insiderahle as w<iuld he the reas<>ns why they would take into
c<insiderati<)n the c<)urt order. [n this case the claimant had been considered l'it for
i«irk pri<ir t<i th» injury. H» was unfit t<ir w<irl al'ter it in the view <il'he statutory



authorities and there is no doubt that that view was based on the effects of the injury
The fact that there are doctors on the Tribunal does not alter the jurisdiction of the
statutory authorities (and incidently there is no medical membership of the SSAT).
It is also noteworthy that had the appeal been based solely on the amount, rate or
period specified in the certit'icate of recoverable benefits the matter would still have
been rel'erred to a Wledical Appeal Tribunal and in that case the medical input could
well have been negligible.

31. The Tribunal has not recorded that it took any court decision into account. iklr
Gormley intormed me that he had told the Tribunal there was a court order. I have
no reason to doubt this. Since there was no written decision it would appear that the
court only made an order. It is rhe decision of the court and not a mere order which
the Tribunal must take into account. I can find no error in this respect.

As regards the decision ot'irvan J in the Donnelly case I am in agreement with Mrs
Fitzpatrick that that decision was. in so far as relevant to this case, dealing with
whether rhe plaintiff was entitled by way of special damages to a sum for loss of what
were described as non recoupable benefits. Indeed Girvan J so states at page 6 of the
judgment. The plaintiff had been in receipt of income support prior to the accident.
He argued that (p8 of the judgment):-

Having been injured he was from the dare of the accident
effectively deprived of that income support since he was from
that point on in receipt of benefits which would have to be refunded
ro the Department from his damages."

This was under the 1992 Act. The judgment by Girvan J at pages 8 & 9 makes it
abundantly clear that he was separating the perceived fairness and unfairness of the
statutory provisions in the legislation on recoupment of benefits from the principle of
restitutio in integrum on which he would award damages.

33. At pages 10 and 11 Girvan J states:-

"In this case the defendant argues that if the plaintiff had been
an ordinary working man he could only have justified a period of
three months off work in consequence of his injury and that. if
lost benefits are an allowable head of claim. the claim can relate
only to that period since after that period the plaintiff could not
agree as against the dei'endant [my underlining] that he has lost
benefits "in respect of the accident". This, in my view, is the
correct approach to the calculation ot the allowable period for the
lost benefits t'or which tlie plaintiff should be compensated ... In
the period at'ter the accident I t'ind on the facts that it would be
reasonable to assume that he should have been fit f'r work six months
from the date of the accident and that after six months he could no
ion er claim benet'its rel;ited to the consequences ot'he accident.
lf lie has received benetits (as he appears to have) on the hasis that
the disability attributable to the accident has extended well beyond



the six months period and his damages are reduced because ot'he
compensator's obligation to repay them to the Department, the loss
which he sutfers as a result ot the recoupment provisions is a loss
ol his own making and cannot be visired on the detendant".

It will he clearly seen t'rom the above that Girvan J was making a clear disrinction
between the benefits re oupahle by DHSS as heing paid as attributable to the accident
and the period t'or which he considered the plaintiff sut'fered the effects ot'he
accident and ot'hich he could recover damages. The judge was not saying that
DHSS was not entitled to recover benet'its which it had paid attributable to the
accident. quite the reverse. Under the 1992 legislation that recovery was made trom
the plaintiff/victim. Under the presenr. legislation it is made from the detendant/
compensator. I have considerable reservations about the t'airness of certain aspects
ol'he wording ot the legislation and I can understand Mr Gormley s concerns. I
have, however. no doubt that if the competent adjudicating authority (in this case a
Social Security Appeal Tribunal) tinds a claimant/victim incapable of work and
attributes that incapacity at least in part to a relevant accident or injury. neither the
courts dealing with damages. nor a Medical Appeal Tribunal in an appeal or
recoupable benetits) can oust thar. authority's jurisdiction and essentially re-rry the
matter ot entitlement to benetit.

I am. as mentioned above. concerned at the possible injustice which can be wrought
on a compensator in a case such as the present where the compensator is being asked
to pay for a benefit and he has had no opportunity for input inro the decision
awarding same.

36. The main area where the compensator might wish to be involved would appear to be
in relation to wherher or not rhe claimant is entitled to the benefit in question or
enritled to it for the period in question. ie. in the area of jurisdiction of the
competent statutory adjudicating authorities. The proceedings of these authorities at
the relevant times were governed by the Social Security (Adjudication) Regulations
(:Northern Ireland) 1995. Those Regulations provide at regulation 1, definitions of
claimant and party to the proceedings.

A "claimant" is defined as:-

"...a person who has claimed benefit under the Acts (including, in
relation to an award or decision. a beneficiary under the award
or a person affected by the decision) or from whom benefit is
alleged to be recoverable, and, in relation to sratutory sick
pay and statutory maternity pay, includes both the employee alleged
to be entitled to, and the employer-alleged to be entitled to be
liable to pav, such

pav'Party

to the proceedings" is del'ined as:-

"(ai the clainiant;

lO



(h) in proceedin s bet'ore an appeal tribunal or a disability appeal
tribunal. the adjudication <il't'icer

(el any other person appear<n to the Department. the adjudicating
authority or, in the case ot the tribunal or board. its chairman
or. in relation to an inquiry. the person appointed to hold the
inquiry. to be interested in the proceedings."

37. Regulation 18 provides that a claimant is to be intormed of a decision ot an
Adjudication Ot'ficer.

Is the compensator within the detinition ot claimant'? He certainly is not a person
who has claimed benetit but the detinition ot' person who has claimed is widened
to include a person affected by the decision. The decision in quesrion I take to be the
decis on on the claim to benetit. It could be prima facie argued that the likely
compensator is a person affected by that decision as he may have to repay a sum
equivalent to the amount of the benetit to the Department.

38. Is however. the interpretation of the phrase "a person affected by the decision" to be
governed by the preceding phrase "a beneficiary under the award"? It seems to me
equally arguable that the entire phrase

"
a beneficiary under the award or a person

affected bv ihe decision" is to be read as an alternative scenario, the "beneficiary"
being applicable when an award is made (though the award itself would be subject of
a decision). The "person affected by the decision" would be applicable when an
award is ret'used as being either the actual claimant or someone with a direct interest
in the decision on the claim, rather than an interest in it only if and when a further
step or steps is taken ie. the seeking of compensation and the payment or proposed
payment of compensation taking place.

39. I am strengthened in this view by the fact that both the "beneficiary" and the "person
affected" are within an extended category of person who has claimed benefit. On
balance therefore I think "person affected by the decision" is to be given a restrictive
con"truction and to include only persons directly af,ected by the decision. I therefore
consider the compensator cannot fall within this part of the definition of a claimant.

40. The detinition, however, continues to include as a claimant a person "from whom
benefit is alleged to be recoverable". Can the compensator fall within this category
ot claimant'? The compensator is only liable to repay an amount equivalent to the
total amount of recoverable benefits. In addition his liability only exists immediately
bet'ore the compensation payment or it there is more than one, the first compensation
payment is made. (Article 8 <il'he Order) I do not consider there is any indication
(liat benet'it or an amount. equivalent thereto (which I think must amount to the same
thing) is rec<iverahle t'r<>m the compensator unless and until such liability arises
ie.immediately het<ire the c<>mpensation payment (or t'irst) payment is made. It is
also arguuhle. in li ~ht <il'ecii<in 20(5) i)t the Social Security (Administration) Act
( v'<irthern ireland) 199'2 that henet'it alleged to he recoverable under secti<in 69 or 7'2



of that Act is included. but in light of my views indicated above I do not have to
decide on that matter.

41. In this case there is no indication that any payment was made until 7 January 1998
and any relevant liability could only have arisen immediately prior to that (at the
earliest on '6 January 1998). The decision to treat <>~-"~~ as having satisfied
the All Work Test pending assessment was made by the Adjudication Officer. I am
not quite certain ot'he date thereof but it certainly pre-dated 14 i4ovember 1997.
There was therefore no question that the compensator was a person from whom
benefit was recoverable at the time the decision awarding Income Support on the basis
ot'ncapacity for work was made. This was the decision on toot of which the
recoverable benefit was paid.

42. I can therefore see no way in which the compensator could have been entitled to have
any input into the Adjudication Officer's decision to award benejit as the compensator
was not a claimant when that decision was made.

On '2 December 1997 an Adjudication Officer decided that ~!~~ was not
to be treated as incapable of work as he had failed the All Work Test upon
assessment. That decision C~'~~ appealed to a SSAT which on 6 March
1998 allowed his appeal and found him to be incapable of work from and including
ZZ December 1997.

The SSAT was therefore dealing only with a short part of the period before the
payment. of compensation ie. from 22 December 1997 to 27 January 1998. Had the
compensator any entitlement to be notified of the SSAT hearing and/or decision?
Under regulation 4 of the Social Security (Adjudication) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 1995 (the Regulations in force at the time of the SSAT proceedings) notice
had to be given to every "party to the proceedings"

"Party to the proceedings" is defined at Regulation 1 of those Regulations as

"(a) the claimant;

(e) any other person appearing to the Department. the adjudicating
authority or, in the case of a tribunal or board, its chairman
or, in relation to an inquiry. the person appointed to hold the
inquiry, to be interested in the proceedings."

45. Because the definition ot claimant already includes a person affected by the decision,
albeit. I consider, in the narrow manner outlined above. I think the person appearing
to be interested in the proceedings may have wider application. Otherwise there
vould no need tor a separate cate~ ory <>1 person appearing to be interested in the
proceedin ~s. The det'inition ot'laimant would have covered the category.
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46. I think it is arguahle that a person who would be liable to make payments once the
certificate ot'ecoverable benefits v as issued was a person interested in the
proceedings. A compensator was, after ail, likely to have to repay the benetit
awarded if it was awarded because a claimant victim was incapable ot worl, and if
that incapacity u as decided to be at least in part due to the relevant. accident. It all
depends on the construction to be given to "person appearing... to be interested in the
proceedings".

g7 However I do not find it necessary to decide on this matter for purposes ot this case
because even it the likely compensator wa» such a person. I do not consider that
f'ailure to notit'y that person rendered the SSAT decision a nullity or void ab initio.

48. Regulation 4(') ot the Adjudication Regulations provides that if notice has nor. been
given to a person to whom it should have been given the hearing or inquiry may
proceed only with the consent ot'hat person. How the person no( notitied is to know
of the hearing or inquiry in order to give the relevant consent, is not dealt with.

49. If the wider construction of "person appearing to be interested" is taken, it is certainly
arguable that the Department at least was well aware ot the interest of the
compensator in the proceedings. There is no indication that the Adjudication Officer
~vho made the decision on Income Support. the Tribunal, Social Security Appeal
Tribunal or its Chairman was aware of any such interest.

50. If that wider construction is correct and the Department was so aware, it appears to
me arguable though I express no concluded view that the Department should have
ensured that notification of the hearing was given to the compensator.

51. I do not, however, consider that failure to notify any party to the proceedings
rendered the SSAT Tribunal decision a nullity. It might possibly create a procedural
irregularity in that it is arable that the hearing proceeded without a consent which
should have been obtained and it was only entitled to proceed with that consent. The
SSAT was. however, properly constituted and convened and reached a decision which
was within its jurisdiction. The SSAT decision might be set aside on the application
of any party who had not been properly notified or consulted as provided in
regulation 4(2). It might be appealed on the basis of a breach of the rules of natural
justice. However, unless and until such decision was set aside or appealed it was
effective and binding.

52. There has been no such setting aside in this case and so. on the basis that the, SSAT
decision was properly made [ consider the Tribunal was bound by it. CIi?9?1990 (

Tribunal of Commissioners decision) sets out. at paragraph 34. reasons. which I
i'oilow, for this conclusion.
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I therefore consider that ~W.~~ was awarded Income Support on the basisof rhe decision of the SSAT, the effects of the relevant accident being considered by
it as the competent adjudicating authority to be one ot the effective causes of
entitlement to the said Income Support. As the instant Tribunal did not have
jurisdiction to re-try the issue of entitlement to Income Support, Income Support was
not paid otherwise than in respect ot the relevant accident, injury or disease.

The certificate of recoverable benefits therefore listed no benefit paid otherwise than
in respect of the relevant accident, injury or disease. The Tribunal was correct in its
decision and I dismiss the appeal.

(Signed):
MISSIONER

(D~(~). ~~~
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